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LEGEND
The mighty and ancient forest stretched out beyond the horizon with an endless

green carpet. Thousands of years ago, laborious nations have created a magnificent city
under its branches canopy. The wealth and glory of the City were inaccessible to neigh-
bors, and its magnificence dazzled everyone who came there...

But it was a long time ago, and then the City was hit by misfortune: it was Man-
ticore, a ruthless monster shedding fire and poison and wielding boundless magical
power, has wiped out the City and its surroundings, depopulated and took possession of
people’s riches. Surroundings of the City has turned into a lifeless desert, but it was not
enough for Manticore. Every day it flew farther, and all the new inhabitants of the Forest
became its victims. Mighty heroes from different parts of the forest world tried to cope
with the monster, but they all became only a handful of nameless ashes under terrible
flame of Manticore. But one day a magician appeared to the cave of Manticore. It is not
known where he came from, to which people he belonged, and even legends did not pre-
serve his name, but the whole Forest learned of his battle with the monster, as it seemed
that heavens themselves were burning with the used mighty magic power. However, his
magical power was not enough to get victory. Scorpion sting of Manticore inflicted a
mortal wound on the hero. And yet, the power of the dying Mage was enough to immerse
the monster into a long sleep, like death. For a long, very long time, the Forest was free
from the power of the monster.

Many centuries have passed since then. In place of the burned City, a new one
appeared, although it was never able to revive the former glory of its predecessor - after
all, the monsters, created by the magic of sleeping Manticore, prowl around it, and the
road to the City remains dangerous both for solitary travelers and even for trade cara-
vans. However, people of the City do not drop their hands, and every year their new
home is getting better. But there is not much time for them to enjoy peace and rest. The
charms imposed on the monster are weakening, and the day is already near when the
magic chains will be crashed and the thunderous roar of the awakened Manticore will
be heard again above the frozen in terror Forest.

So the legend says...
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RULES OF THE GAME

The team of characters controlled by the Players acts as defenders of the City, and
by joint efforts must defeat Manticore. To achieve this goal, they will travel around the
City, obtaining various artifacts and fighting monsters and finally meeting with the monster
in the final battle.

The defenders of the City win if they manage to defeat Manticore by not allowing
it to invade the City. Manticore and its minions win if Manticore manages to enter the
City, or all the characters fall in battle.

The game endswith one of these events: death of Manticore (victory of the Play-
ers); invention of Manticore into the City (victory of Manticore); death of all the char-
acters (victory of Manticore).

The Game can take place in cooperative and semi-cooperative modes:
1. In the cooperativemode, in case of death of Manticore, all the Players are con-

sidered winners. In this case, players are not allowed to attack the characters of other Play-
ers.

2. In the semi-cooperativemode, in the event of victory over Manticore, the winner
is only that player whose character struck Manticore as a fatal blow. In this mode, players
can attack both Manticore, and monsters, as well as the characters of other Players.

The individual player does not play for Manticore and monsters. The players move
chips of the monsters and Manticore and role a dice for them, but the gaming solutions
(walk / not walk, attack / not attack, etc.) the Players do not accept for these characters.

1. Preparing for the game

1.1. Before the first game, we recommend to read the Instructions to the end for
better understanding it. If in the process of getting acquainted with the rules or during the
game you have any questions, please, contact us and we will gladly help you to understand
all the nuances. To contact us use the online chat or e-mail addresses listed on our website
www.bombatgame.com. We will respond to your appeal as quickly as possible.

If you open the box for the first time after purchase, take out the cardboard frames
with components and gently squeeze out these components from them. Lay out the com-
ponents in polyethylene or paper bags (not included) in accordance with their appearance.
This will simplify the further preparation for the game. Insert markers of characters, mon-
sters and Manticore into plastic stands.
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1.2. Lay out game board on the table in such a way that it will be comfortable for
all players to move the markers to any part of it. The game board is divided into hexagonal
cells (hexes). There are locations on the board. They are surrounded by a greasy boundary
of place with a picture of buildings and structures.

1.3. Arrange the components as shown in the picture above.

Warriors Dwarves

Mages Elves
Manticore Monsters
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Put road tokens shirt up next to the game board and mix them.
The "Manticore Awakening" token should be returned to the box. It will be need

for you only playing under the rules of additional scenario. You can get acquainted with
them on our website.

Stack up tokens of artifacts and spells, meanwhile each of them must contain
artifacts of one kind.

Put piles of artifacts into the locations of the game board according to images in
these locations: swords - to the forge, bows - to the Elven workshop, shields - to the
gnome’s workshop, boots - to the shoe manufactory, amulets - to the witch's hut, helmets
- to the druid’s hut, spell "Ice Boulder" – to the ice tower, and spell "Fireball" - to the fiery
earth.

Free way Emergence of mosters
Manticore
Awakening

Swords Bows Shields Boots
Amulets Fireball

(spell)
HelmetsIce Boulder

(spell)

The Shoe
manufactory

The Witch's
hut

The Forge The Fiery
earth

The Ice
tower

The Elven
workshop

The Druid’s
hut

The Workshop
of Dwarf
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How many characters participate in the game, such an amount of artifacts of one
kind should be laid out on the board: if there are two characters - then two swords are laid
out, etc. Exception: all spells "Ice Boulder" and "Fireball" are to be laid out in location in
piles of 3 pieces, even if one player plays. The artifact, which has the maximum value of
improving the characteristics and further downwards towards decrease, is always placed
above everything.

Shuffle cards of random combat and put them face down on the table.

Put mark tokens next to the game board.

Place aMarker of Manticore in the Manticore Cave location.

1.4. Determine the sequence of the Players' turns and select the game mode (co-
operative or semi-cooperative) and the characters that the Players will play.

The sequence of moves and choice of the character can be determined by agree-
ment of the Players or a roll of the dice: the Player who has thrown out the most points,
make his turn and chooses the character first. Partici-
pants in the Game who have thrown out the same num-
ber of points, play the order of turn by the second
throw with each other.

The Game has four kinds of characters: war-
riors, mages, dwarves and elves. Each kind has its
strengths and weaknesses, which are shown on the
character card (one side depicts the hero, while the
other side depicts the heroine).

Choosing a character, the Player takes the ap-
propriate card and a character`s marker. The Player
puts a character card in front of him, and places the
marker on any free cell of the "City" location.

Manticore Cave
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The basic characteristics of the character (indicated on his card) can be strength-
ened by adding to them the strength of extracted artifacts and developing their hero due
to the Power Points obtained in the battles with the monsters and characters of other Play-
ers. Note that each class of characters is represented in the Game as a marker of male and
female gender. Characteristics of characters of one class, but of different sex, are the same.

At the beginning of the Game, each Player sets on the card with characteristics of
his character a token of marks on the scale of life to the maximum level of 10 points.

The Manticore card also has the standard of its life. In this case, if there are 1 - 2
characters in the Game, then the standard of Manticore life is set equal to 10 points, if 3
- 4 characters - 20 points.

Initiative: Initiative
points are used to per-
form game actions

Defense skills: the
character's ability to
defend against enemy
attacks in close com-
bats and when shoot-
ing (protection
points).

Attack skills: attack
power in close com-
bats (attack points).

Shooting skills: attack-
ing force when firing
(attack points).

Magic abilities: level of
possession of magic -
points of magic attack
(amulet) or protection
(helmet).

Places for spells: they
serve for storing spells
"Fireball" and "Ice Boul-
der".

Scale of life: the token
for marks is used in
this scale to note the
level of the character's
vital forces
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2. Paving the roads
Defender heroes are ready to march to defeat Manticore and permanently rid the

City of the threat of its invasion. However, they need artifacts and spells in various loca-
tions scattered around the City to defeat Manticore. The roads to these locations were hid-
den by a powerful spell to protect the City from attacks of the monsters. To get to the
locations, the heroes need to lay roads to them. But after that, hordes of the monsters will
rush to the City, and the heroes will have to ward off their onslaught.

Road laying is the first stage of the Game during which the Players form the final
appearance of the game board for the current game stage. The way the Players will hold
this stage will affect the success of their entire game.

2.1. The Players take turns taking a road token and putting them on the game
board. At the same time, at least one of the following terms should be met:

a) token adjoins to the location to
which the road has already been laid;
b) token adjoins to the road token
which has been already laid out, and
the image of the road on such a token
is combined
with the road
image on the
previously laid
out token;
c) token adjoins to the location
"City".

2.2. If the next token is a token with
a monster image, it is laid out according to
the same rules as ordinary tokens, and a mon-
ster token of the appropriate level and kind is put on it.

There are two types and two levels of the monsters (ordinary and aggressive) in
the Game: 3rd (all aggressive monsters and three smaller ordinary monsters) and 4th (1
large ordinary monster).

The level of monsters determines the level of their characteristics (the higher the
level, the stronger the monster), and the type of monsters - the features of their behavior
in the Game (aggressive monsters move faster to the City, and ordinary monsters passing
by locations can take the artifacts hold there).

c
b

a
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Depending how the tokens with the monsters will be located before beginning of
the next stage of the Game, it is defined how quickly the monsters get to the City, and with
what artifacts the heroes will be able to meet them. To win the Game it is necessary to
have roads in such a way that maximizes the achievement of players with locations with
artifacts and makes Manticore and monsters to get to the City as difficult as possible.

2.3. The first stage ends after all road tokens are laid out on the game board.

Example of the playing game board after the end of the first stage of the Game

4rd level Monster3rd level Monster Aggressive Monster
(3rd level)
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3. Invasion
Roads are laid, magic protection is removed, and the monsters are rushing to the

City, meanwhile the monster itself is already ready to wake up from a thousand-year dream.
This is the second decisive stage of the game. Victory or death - there is no other choice
for the heroes!

This stage consists of rounds during which:
а) Players take turns;
б) monsters take their turn;
в) Manticore walks;Players define damages made by the monsters in the
"City" location (if there are monsters there).

Rounds follow one after another until one of terms for the end of the second stage
(and the Game as a whole) is fulfilled:

Defeated Manticore and all the monsters – the  Great Victory of the Players;•
Defeated Manticore and some monsters at the time of her death are still alive•
– the  victory of the Players;
all the characters of the Players were lost – the Manticore's Great Victory;•
Manticore entered the location of the "City" – the  victory of Manticore.•

Players’ turn
The Players make his turns in the order of priority, which they determined in prepa-

ration for the Game (paragraph 1.4)
Each of the characters has a supply of initiative points (see card of your character).

During their turn, Players can perform the following actions:
Using the initiative points:
to move marker of their own character on the game board;•
to attack the monsters, Manticore or the character of another Player (the latter•
one is allowed only if the game is in semi-cooperative mode);
to give the available artifact to another Player;•
to restore some of the lost life points of their own character;•
to restore some of the lost life points of the character of another Player - this•
action can only be performed by players who play the character "Mage";

Without using initiative points:
to take an artifact or spell located in location, as well as an artifact left after•
the death of a monster or character of another Player;
to improve characteristics of their own character using their available artifacts•
and power points.
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The player can perform the listed actions in any sequence (for example, to move
their character, then to attack, cure wounds, move the character again), or repeat one action
several times (for example, move the character's marker for several cells in one turn). The
main term is to have enough points of the character's initiative for these actions. Also, the
Player can not take any action and skip his turn.

3.1. Moving of characters
The Player can move marker of his character from one cell of the playing field to

another. You can move marker to any adjacent cell, provided that it is not occupied by a
marker of another character, monster or Manticore.

1 initiative point is spent for a move, if it is performed to a cell with a road token
or a cell inside any locations.

3 initiative points are spent for a move, if it is performed:
to a cell of the game board, which is outside the locations and there is no road•
token on it;
between cells on which there are already road tokens, but the roads do not fit•
with each other;
between locatiin the cell and cell on which there is a road token, but the road•
on this token does not fit into the location.

3.2. Obtaining artifacts and spells
To get an artifact or spell is possible in the location, where they were placed in

preparation for the Game. To do this, the character must be in an appropriate location (not

When moving for one cell (direction is
shown by blue arrows), 1 point of initiative
is used

When moving for one cell (direction is
shown with crimson arrows), 3 points of
initiative are used
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necessarily on the same cell as there is a stack of artifact or spell token). The Player takes
any artifacts in the location.

You can take a few artifact tokens (but not spells) in one location into the charac-
ter's travel bag.

Similarly, an artifact (but not a spell) can be obtained:
from another Player, if his character is on the next cell with the one to whom•
the artifact is transferred;
to take an artifact dropped by another Player. To do this, you need to be in the•
cell where the dropped artifact lies;
to take one artifact of your choice from a monster or other character that has•
been destroyed by the Player's character. All other artifacts belonging to the
defeated one are considered to be damaged in combat and drop out of the
Game.
Power and spell points of the losing character (and monster) do not pass

to the winner.
If the Player takes several artifacts in a location, then it is considered that the ex-

cess artifacts are in the Player's travel bag, and are put on the blank space of the card. Ar-
tifacts in the travel bag do not enhance the character's abilities, but at the same time, the
character's initiative index decreases by 1 point for each such artifact. The spells received
in locations must necessarily be placed in the corresponding cell of the character card.

Attention: you can not add spells into the travel bag and have more than one spell
of the same kind of spell at the same time.

Obtaining an artifact or spell does not require spending initiative points of the
Player who receives it.

3.3. Transfer of artifact to the character of another Player and reset of arti-
fact

If the Player's character has an artifact, then in his turn the Player can transfer this
artifact to the character of another Player (with consent of this Player). You can transfer
an artifact only to the character who is standing on the next cell.

The Player can reset an artifact of his character. The reset artifact stays on the
same cell on which it was dropped, and can be picked up by the same character or another
one, as well as by a monster.

The transfer or reset of an artifact requires the expense of 1 point of initiative for
each transferred (reset) artifact.

Spells can not be transferred. The reset spell drops out of the Game.

3.4. Strengthening of the Character Characteristics
You can enhance characteristics of the character in two ways:
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to place an artifact in the corresponding cell of the character card - the power•
of artifact will be added to the rate of the character. Only one artifact can be
in a single cell at a time;
to use Power points.•

The character receives Power points for the victory over the monster:
1 point for the victory over the monster of the 3rd level;•
2 points for the victory over the monster of the 4th level.•

The received Power points are distributed by the Player between characteristics
of his character. The corresponding characteristic is amplified by 1 point for each Power
point. The Player can use all the Power points obtained after the battle to enhance one
characteristic of his character, or to direct them to enhance different characteristics.

Attention: you can not change distribution of power points already done.
The effect of distributed power points continues throughout the Game. Artifacts

acts all the time while they are in the corresponding cell of the character card. The action
of artifacts, except for the artifacts of initiative increasing ("Boots"), begins in the same
turn, when they were placed in the cell of the character card. The action of the artifact
"Boots" begins with a turn that follows the turn when such an artifact was placed in the
cell of the character's card.

The spelling token can only be used once: after used of this spell, the token is re-
moved from the character's card and drops out of the Game. After using the spell, the
Player can again lead his character to the location for a new spell of "Ice Boulder" or "Fire-
ball".

Boots of the 3rd level are•
used by the character
(placed in a cell);

Boots of the 2nd level are•
lied in a road bag;

Attack skill is enhanced by•
1 Powerpoint;

“Fireball” spell is in a cell.•

Character card with received artifacts and Power points:
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3.5. Rules of battle
The combat component of the Game is the most difficult one, and we recommend

you to give it special attention, and before the first game, to conduct several training fights
between different characters and monsters (including using different artifacts) in order to
better understand this part of the rules.

There are three types of attack in the Game: magic, close combat, shooting. The
features of each of them are described in detail below.

To determine the results of each type of attack, Players in turn role a dice - first
the attacker (including the attacker in response), and then – the target under attack. If the
Player attacks the monster or Manticore, he first rolls a dice for himself, and then - for the
target under attack. If the Player's character is attacked by the monster or Manticore, then
the Player roles a dice first for the one who attacked him, and then for himself.

Magic

After attack, the combat participants compare magic strength of the attacking and
defending one, and the difference of these points determines the damage to the losing
part.

Magic power
of attacking Party

Magic power
of defending Party

+ + + +
= 13

4(+1) 1 2

+
5

Own magic abilities of the character (with
additional strength points, if any)
+ power of magic amulet (if any)
+ strength of the used spells (if any)
+ number of points on the die.

Own magic abilities of the character (with
additional strength points, if any)
+ power of magic helmet (if any)
+ strength of the used spells (if any)
+ number of points on the die.

+
5

2(+1) 2 1

= 11
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Damage is given to the Party whose total Magic Power is less. The Player, who
has lost the fight, moves the mark on the life scale in his character's card towards the de-
crease by points equal to the received damage.

If the damage is dealt to the monster, the number of marking tokens, equal to the
number of points of damage dealt, is placed in the cell near its marker.

Using Spells
The attacking Player has the right to decide whether to use spells in a particular

magical duel, or to leave them for the next fight, but this decision he takes before the fight
starts (before throwing a rolling of dice by one of the Parts). Spells can only be used once,
after that they exit the Game, while the magical helmet and magical amulet act continu-
ously as long as they have the character.

The defending Player can use spell to defend against a magic attack only if the
spell is also used by the attacking Player, and this spell with an opposite magic (for exam-
ple, the attacker uses the "Fireball", then the defender can use the "Ice Boulder" and vice
versa).

Close combat

The defending Player in close combat has a choice: to take a fight (to respond
with a sword to a sword attack - both sides can get damaged) or defend (use a shield - the
attacking Player will not get damages regardless the fight results).

The monsters and Manticore always accept the fight.

If the fight is accepted (sword to sword), both parties can get damaged:
Damage is given to a Party whose total attack Power is less. The Player who lost

the fight moves the mark on a life scale in his character's card to the side of reduction by
the number of positions equal to the received damage. The damage is the difference be-
tween the Winner’s Attack Power and the Losing Player's Attack Power.

Attacking power
of the attacker in close battle

Attacking power
of the defender in close battle

Own attack skills of the character (with ad-
ditional strength points, if any)
+ sword power (if available)
+ number of points on the die.

Own attack skills of the character (with ad-
ditional strength points, if any)
+ sword power (if available)
+ number of points on the die.
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If the damage is dealt to the monster, then the number of marks of tokens equal to
the number of points of damage dealt are placed in the cage next to its marker.

If the attacked Player only defends (sword against shield - the attacking Party will
not receive damages at any outcome of the fight):

The defending Party gets damages only if the attacking Power is greater than the
Defense Points. The positive difference between attacking Power and Defense Points is
the damage that the defending Player receives. He moves the mark on the life scale in his
character's card toward decrease by the number of positions equal to the damage received.

= 12 = 8

+ + + +
3(+1) 3 5 1(+1) 1 5

Attacking power
of the attacker in close battle

Attacking power
of the defender in close battle

Own attack skills of the character (with ad-
ditional strength points, if any)
+ sword power (if available)
+ number of points on the die.

Own attack skills of the character (with ad-
ditional strength points, if any)
+ shield power (if available)
+ number of points on the die.

= 12 = 10

+ + + +
3(+1) 3 5 2(+1) 2 5
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Shooting

When shooting, the attacking Party can not get damaged (skills of shooting of the
attacker and protection the attacked characters are compared). Damage is inflicted only if
the Attack Power of attacker is greater than the Defense Points. Then the defending Player
moves the mark on the life scale in his character's card downward by the number of posi-
tions equal to the damage received (positive difference between Attack Power and Defense
Points).

If the damage is dealt to the monster, then the number of marks of tokens equal to
the number of points of damage dealt are placed in the cage next to its marker.

In such a way, attacking and defending, the Players are fighting. The Game has
the following types of combat: attack, retaliatory attack and joint attack.

Attack
You can attack any opponent (monster, Manticore or character of another Player

in the semi-cooperative game mode), while the defending Party should be in the next cell
on game board .

Each attack takes 1 point of initiative from the attacker. The type of the first attack
(magic, close combat or shooting) is selected by the attacking Player.

Attack Power of shooter Protection points for shooting

Own shooting skills of the character (with
additional strength points, if any) + bow
power (if available) + number of points on
the die.

Own defense skills of the character (with
additional strength points, if any)
+ shield power (if available)
+ number of points on the die.

= 11 = 10

+ + + +
3 3 5 2(+1) 2 5
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Thus, this is the order of the first attack:
The attacker determines the method of the first attack at his discretion;•
He conducts an attack.•

The attacking character can attack an opponent any number of times until the Ini-
tiative Points runs out. In the same turn, each of his next attack against the same enemy is
conducted with a choice of the type of attack from the stack of random combat cards:

You take at random a card from a pack of battle cards at random;•
Attack of the type indicated in this card is carried out.•

At the end of each attack, the Parties count the result.

Response attack
The character (Hero, Monster or Manticoran) that has been attacked, is obliged to

conduct a retaliatory attack each time, if, following the results of the attack, none of the
Parties involved in the battle has perished. Initiative points are not spent by any of the Par-
ties for the response attack.

The response attack goes like this:
The Player, who will conduct the response attack, takes at random a card from•
a pack of combat cards at random;
He conducts the response attack of the type indicated in the card..•

As a result of each response attack, the Parties count the result.

Joint attack
The joint attack is an attack in which several characters together attack Manticore,

monster, or another character. Any number of characters can participate in a joint attack.
All characters attacking together must have enough initiative points for this, which

they use. In a joint attack, characters of the Players can not participate, the course of which
has already ended in this round (even if such Players did not use all the points of the ini-
tiative).

All co-attacking characters must stand on the cells adjacent to the cell in which
the attacked the monster, Manticore, or character is located. The type of the first attack is
selected by the Player who initiated the co-attack. In the case of the following co-attacks
in the same stage against the same goal - the type of such attacks is determined by cards
from a pack of random combat.

For the attacking Party, the characteristics of all the characters are summed taking
into account improvements + result of one roll of the die; the scoring follows the usual
rules for the defending Party.

Damage, in case of losing of the attacking Party, is applied to all characters in full
(example: two characters attack together with magic, the result is attack 8 / defense 9, dam-
age to the attacking Party – 1 point, each of the attacking characters gets 1 point of dam-
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age).
The type of response attack is determined with the help of a random combat card,

and is similar: the force of response attack is calculated according to the usual rules, and
the Defense Points for all the characters participating in the joint attack are counted as the
sum of their characteristics with improvements + the result of the 1st roll of the die.

Damage, in case of losing of the group, is also applied in full to each participant
of the joint attack.

Players agree in advance on distribution of bonus power points obtained in case
of victory, and artifacts of the victim, if any. If there was not such an agreement, then the
trophy can be taken away by the Player whose character has more initiative points, and if
they are equal, the Player who has offered the joint attack.

3.6. Total loss of vitality
If the life force of the character, as a result of received damage, is completely ex-

hausted, there is his death. In this case, the Player who played such a character, disappears
from the Game, and the marker of his character is removed from the game board. If the
points of the monster's life have been exhausted, then its marker is also removed from the
game board, and when the vital forces of Manticore are exhausted, then the Game ends
with the victory of the Players.

3.7. Combat characteristics of Manticore and monsters
The characteristics of Manticore are determined by its character card. The monsters

do not have their character cards, and all their characteristics (including the level of life)
are equal to the level of the monster, except for the characteristic "Initiative". It is equal to
1 point. Thus, the monsters have the following characteristics:

After the end of each round, the life energy of the monsters that were not destroyed
in it is restored to the maximum. All damage marks from their markers are removed.

Manticore's life energy is not restored.

3.8. Restoration of vitality (treatment)
In his turn, the Player can restore 1 point of vitality of his character, using for this

2 points of the initiative. He announces this to other Players and moves the marker along

Monster`s
type Magic Shooting Close

combat Defense Initiative

3rd level Mon-
ster 3 3 3 3 1

4rd level Mon-
ster 4 4 4 4 1
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the scale of life on the character card increasing it. You can restore more points of your
vital energy in one turn, if the Player has enough initiative points for this (ratio: 2 points
of initiative = 1 point of vital energy).

A magician in his turn can restore vital energy of the characters of other Players.
To do this, he must be on the next cell with the character, whose vital energy he wants to
restore. The ratio of initiative is the same: 2 points of initiative = 1 point of vital energy.

It is impossible to restore vital energy above the maximum level. Restoring the
vitality of the dead characters is impossible.

Monster’s turn
Turns of the monsters begin after all the Players have made their turns. Moving

of monster markers is performed by the Player who walks first (if one of the Players is out
of the Game, then this responsibility passes to the retired Player).

3.9. Moving of monsters
The monster markers move the first, which are closest to the "City" location, re-

gardless of the level and type of the monsters.
Ordinary monsters of the 3rd and 4th levels move each way in the direction of

the "City" location along the paved roads and on the cells of location. The monster passes
one cell for one move.

Aggressive monsters seek the City without exploring the road, across the shortest
path. For each turn, an aggressive monster passes one cell of the field towards the "City"
location, regardless of whether there is a road token in this cell or not.

The figure on p. 21 shows routes of ordinary (yellow arrows) and aggressive
(purple arrows) monsters.

If one monster blocks the passage to another, then the marker of the blocked mon-
ster does not move into this turn.

3.10. Getting artifacts and spells by monsters
If the ordinary monster was not more than two cells from the location with arti-

facts or spells, then such a monster should move to this location in the shortest possible
path. The shortest path is laid without taking into account whether there are road tokens in
cells or not. In this case, the monster passes one cell in one move.

After arriving at the location, the monster receives one of the strongest artifacts
(spells) from the available locations.

The received artifact (spell) is placed under the support of monster marker and
moves with it.

After receiving artifact (spells), the monster also returns to the road in the shortest
way and continues moving to the "City" location along the roads.
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Aggressive monsters do not react
to locations and do not collect artifacts and
spells.

3.11. Monster attack
An ordinary monster attacks a

character if he stands in its way to the
"City" location. In this case, the monster
does not move, but performs one attack
against character according to the battle
rules. The type of monster attack is deter-
mined by a random battle card, which the
player takes from the deck at random. If the
monster has artifact along with it, then its
value is added to the corresponding characteristics of monster. If the monster has a spell
with it, then it uses it at the first magical attack.

Purple line denotes zone around the location in
which the monster is directed to the location be-
hind the artifact

Example of the movement of ordinary and aggressive monsters:
Ordinary monster (the route of movement is indicated by yellow arrows) moves along the

roads, visits the location to which it approached for two cell, and, also along the roads, continues
to move towards the City.

Aggressive monster (the route of movement is indicated by purple arrows) moves directly
to the City, ignoring other locations and roads.
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Aggressive monster attacks any character that, at the moment when such monster
started to move (the monster did not move yet), was with it on the neighboring cells. If
there are several characters on the neighboring cells, monster attacks the character, which
is the closest one to the "City" location. If the characters are located at an equal distance
from the "City" location, then the monster attacks that character, whose initiative is lower.

If the character dies as a result of the attack, the aggressive monster comes to the
cell, which occupied the deceased character. If the character remains alive, the aggressive
monster remains in place.

3.12. Consequences of arrival of monster to the "City" location
If ordinary or aggressive monster enters the "City" location, all characters imme-

diately receive damage equal to the level of monster. The ordinary monster of the 3rd or
4th level in the "City" location does not move any more and does not attack the first.

The aggressive monster in the "City" location attacks the characters, which are on
adjacent cells, but, in case of their death, does not move to the cell that this character oc-
cupied.

3.13. Restoring the vitality of monsters
Remove the mark tokens that marked the damage received by the monsters in the

current round, and then life forces of the monsters are fully restored.

Manticore’s turn
3.14.Manticore wakes up and starts moving after the first monster died. Moving

a Manticore marker is performed by the Player who moves first (if one of the Players is
out of the game, then this responsibility passes to the retired Player).

If any of the characters were on a cell next to the location of “Manticore Cave”,
Manticore immediately wakes up.

If a character attacks sleeping Manticore, it awakens and performs a retaliatory
attack according to the usual rules.

3.15.Manticore begins to move to-
ward the City in the same way in which it
awakening was occurred.

3.16. Manticore moves along the
Fireway (cells marked with red arrows on
the board), and passes one cell each turn. 

The Fireway starts from the cave of
Manticore and ends in the City.

If there is a monster on the path of
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Manticore, it destroys it and continues its moving (monster’s marker is to be removed from
the game board).

If there is a character on the path of Manticore, it attacks him by the same rules as
ordinary monsters do it (section 3.11).

Manticore does not react to locations and does not collect artifacts and spells.

3.17. If Manticore entered the "City" location, the game immediately ends with a
victory for Manticore.

Accounting for damage from monsters
located in the "City" location

3.18. For each monster in the "City" location, the characters receive 1 point of
damage at the end of each full round that the monster has stood in the City. The characters
will take damage until the monster (monsters) is destroyed in the "City" location.

4. The end of the Game
4.1. As soon as one of the conditions for the end of the second stage is fulfilled,

the Game ends with the victory of the Players or Manticore.

5. Additional rules
How can you make the Game easier?

5.1. If you do not keep up with the rate of the game, you should refuse the monsters
movement. In this version of the game, the monsters simply stay in place, do not move
and do not attack the characters first. The monsters perform only retaliatory attacks if they
are attacked by a character.

5.2. Manticore moves and attacks as usual. The awakening of Manticore occurs
after the murder of the first monster or at the end of the 5th round.

How can you make the game more difficult?
5.3. Increase the initiative of monsters
The basic parameter of the initiative of monsters is 1. Begin to increase this indi-

cator sequentially from game to game (2, 3, etc.), until it becomes equal to the level of
monster. If you have increased the level of the initiative of monsters, then the following
additional rules should be applied to them:

The monster moves for so many cells, how many unused points of the initiative it
has. If the rules of the Game create conditions under which the monster must attack the
character, the monster performs as many attacks as it has unused points of the initiative. If
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the monster has destroyed the character, but it still has unused Initiative Points, the monster
continues to move and attack until they are fully utilized.

5.4. Hide artifacts
Locate the artifacts secretly in such way:
а) Take piles with magical artifacts (helmet, amulet) and spells, turn them upside

down and change the stacks several times so that the Players do not know which kind of
artifact in which stack are in;

б) Without peeping contents of the stacks, turn them upside down on locations
for magical artifacts and spells (these locations consist of 3 cells). In the same way, place
physical artifacts (boots, shield, sword, bow) in the locations. Tokens of these artifacts are
laid out on the location, which consist of 4 cells. You can put only one stack of artifacts on
one location.

With hidden artifacts, the following additional rules should be applied:
1. Artifacts on the location remain hidden until the moment that any of the Players'

characters enters the location. Then artifacts on this location are opened and all Players
can see them.

2. If an ordinary monster enters the location where the artifacts are hidden, a top
artifact from the stack is placed upside down under its stand.

3. When the monster that has hidden artifacts collides with the character of any of
the Players, all artifacts of this monster are opened and subsequently moved along with
the monster marker in an open view (the image is up).

Dear Players! We pay much attention to quality control of our products. How-
ever, sometimes there are cases of delivery of damaged components or their shortage. If
you met such case, please, let us know, and we will provide the missing components or
replace the damaged ones.

Contact for treatment you can find on our website www.bombatgame.com


